
SALON

A variety of Professional Skin Care Treatments are 
offered. All of our facials are customized to your 
skin type.    $72-$90

SKIN CARE
SOLUTIONS
Offering Services in
  Electrolysis
  Skin Care
  Waxing

BIOELEMENTS CUSTOM BLEND FACIAL

Personalized facial, each step is a fusion of science, natural botanicals, 
aromatherapist oils and luxurious techniques customized with clinical 
strength ingredients uniquely designed to deliver results. Begins with an 
individualized SkinReading® to determine your concerns and goals, 
followed by invigorating cleansing, exfoliation and skin sedation, a custom 
blended aromatherapeutic facial massage, plus a power treatment and 
mask targeted to your concerns. (treatment time: 30, 60 min)

CALMING FACIAL

Designed for skin that’s stressed, red or delicate. Clean, clinical 
ingredients triple-target sensitivities, as active strengtheners nourish 
skin’s barrier - all enveloped within soothing massage techniques. The 
ultimate corrective facial for chronic sensitivities.
(treatment time: 60 min)

DEPIGMENTING AND BRIGHTENING FACIAL

High-tech facial to even out skin tone and fade dark sports.  Begins 
with a thorough skin cleansing followed by an exfoliation treatment 
custom blended just for you.  
Next, a clinical-strength 
LightPlex GigaWatt Dark Spot 
Corrector is penetrated deep into 
skin where dark spots are 
formed.  To finish, you’ll 
experience an activated 
charcoal mask to penetrate the 
active ingredients.  It’s the 
perfect treatment to help you 
attain even-toned, brighter skin. 
(treatment time: 60 min)
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FIRM AND LIFT FACIAL

A one-of-a-kind treatment designed to lift and sculpt the look of ageing 
skin.  A consultation will evaluate your most urgent concerns, followed 
by deep cleansing and exfoliation to prepare your skin for clinical 
ingredients.  We’ll intensify the treatment with an application of our 
powerfully active Bioelements Firmamint mask, designed to lift, tighten 
and firm the feel of skin.  You’ll see and feel the renewing benefits 
immediately. (treatment time: 60 min)

BIOELEMENTS TEEN FACIAL

Take your mind off the daily pressures of school. This facial is designed 
specifically for teen skin - to target stress-related breakouts, dark 
circles, and dullness. We’ll help reset your skin with consciously clean, 
cruelty-free formulas. You’ll experience a deep cleansing and 
exfoliation followed by aromatherapy massage - plus, we’ll gently 
extract unwanted blemishes. You’ll see how the right formulas can 
help you embrace your natural skin and see long term, healthy results. 
(treatment time: 60 min)

XO8 COSMECEUTICAL STEM CELL MASK

This sheet mask delivers what you are looking for, 24 Nano Gold, 
growth factors, CoQ10, hydraulic acid, vitamins A&E and a host of 
other goodies plump, hydrate, smooth and brighten your skin.  This is 
the facial you want for that special event be it a wedding, anniversary, 
or graduation.  Done up to a week prior this facial will prime your skin 
to look its very best for a natural look or with makeup application. 
(treatment time: 90 min)  $135 and up

Dermaplaning: Dermaplaning is a technique when a precision instrument 
is guided across your skin with feather-like strokes softly removing dead 
surface cells and as an added benefit the removal of facial vellus hair 
leaving your skin feeling refreshed, alive and glowing. ($20 and up)

Rezenerate: Living at the intersection of beauty and science the Rezenerate 
skin conditioning system uses nanotechnology that assists in the delivery 
of serums and products providing a light exfoliation, plumping and 
improved skin tone. ($100 and up)

Microcurrent: Microcurrent is a low level current that mirrors the body’s 
own natural current. A very comfortable sub-sensory treatment that 
results in improved skin texture. A non-invasive modality that re-educates 
the facial muscles, toning, tightening, and lifting the whole facial area 
giving a lifted appearance. Perfect for that “big” event coming up. Can be 
done as a single treatment or in a series depending on what is discussed 
between you and your skin care expert. ($110 and up) 

Electrolysis:    60 min - $68    45 min - $55    30 min - $43    15 min - $30

Body Waxing: Price range from $30-$95 depending on the area worked on 
and the time needed for the service. Please ask.
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